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Settlement Advocate

Simplify
Settlements

Inspiring a Better Healthcare System

Regulatory and market dynamics are challenging
payers to find innovative solutions to address
increasing administrative costs pressures while
still improving service. Recent technology and
process advancements have made it easier to
eliminate traditional barriers to provider adoption
of electronic payments, driving cost savings,
reduced workloads, and improved service levels.

changehealthcare.com
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Settlement
Advocate

The Comprehensive,
Consolidated
Payment and
Settlement Solution
Introducing Settlement Advocate

Settlement Advocate Overview

The ideal provider payment
solution would allow you to
submit a single payment file to
a turn-key system that handles
all payment fulfillment activities,
eliminating the need to worry
about downstream processes. It
would handle routing of payments
through a large provider network
according to their preferred
payment method, and help you
drive the adoption of electronic
payments and streamline the
reconciliation process across
all funding sources. Change
Healthcare has this solution.

Change Healthcare Settlement
Advocate is the settlement
solution that consolidates
draw down, reconciliation,
and IRS 1099 processes for all
payment types while driving
electronic payment adoption.
•

Full settlement and
payment services

•

One payment for all
payment types

•

Consolidated ACH drawdown
and streamlined reconciliation

•

Consolidated payment
and remittance data

•

Automated 1099 reporting

Streamline provider payments
by combining drawdown,
reconciliation, and IRS 1099
processes for all payments
while driving electronic
payment adoption

Why choose Change Healthcare?
•

We take a collaborative,
strategic approach. We
are better together

•

We help our customers
minimize payment distribution
costs by maximizing
electronic payments

•

We provide consolidated
payments and reconciliation
across all payment types
and funding sources

•

Our customers have access
to an ever-growing network
of providers accepting
electronic payments

A Leader In Payment Solutions
•

13M+ electronic payments
processed in 2014
representing $10B+
in payment value

•

More than 600k providers
accessible on network

•

1.6B images fulfilled in 2014
representing over $100B
in payment value

About Change Healthcare
Change Healthcare is inspiring a better healthcare system. Working alongside our
customers and partners, we leverage our software and analytics, network solutions
and technology-enabled services to help them improve efficiency, reduce costs,
increase cash flow, and more effectively manage complex workflows. Together, we are
accelerating the journey toward improved lives and healthier communities.
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